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Abstract: 

More often than not mathematics is described as a study of patterns. Based on patterns some mathematical results 
can be obtained by intuition and later proved. But sometimes intuition may surprisingly fail. Patterns in mathematics 
can be deceptive and therefore can lead to incorrect conclusion regarding the general term. Similarly patterns may 
not reveal correctly the nature of their members. This comes in the way of proper understanding of the 
mathematical concepts, like a sequence. With some concrete examples I throw, in this article, searching light on 
some patterns and their deceptive nature and some counter-intuitive results. 
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Discussion: 

 
1. Deceptive Sum 

Sum the following numbers quickly saying 1000, 1050, 3050, 6050, ...at each step.   
1000 
    50 
2000 
3000 
    30 
2000 
1000 
    20 
______ 
10000 
______ 

It will be a matter of surprise if you do not arrive at a total of 10000, done quickly. 

Most of the people after getting 9080 when add the last term 20 end up in saying 10000. 
The reason simply being we all like rounded off numbers. The actual sum is 9100. 

 

 

 

2. Optical Illusion  

Things Often Are Not What They Seem To Be
Things Often Are Not What They Seem To Be
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3. NEXT MEMBER IN A PATTERN 

Consider the pattern whose initial terms are  
2, 4, 6, 8,………. – (1)  
What is the next term in this pattern? This type of question in which some initial terms are 
given and we are asked to recognize the next term, is very common in many examinations 
meant not only for mathematics students, but also in examinations designed to select even 
clerks. Tests in which such questions are set are many times called ‘intelligence tests’, or 
‘psychology tests’, or ‘common-sense tests’. What is the answer to the question which asks 
the next term in (1)?  
Most people would say 10. To see whether this answer is correct or not, we must examine 
the reasoning that would be put forward by those who give the answer 10. Different 
persons giving the same answer 10, could give the reasoning in different ways.  
Some others would say, “Starting with 2, we are noting the alternate 
integers. Therefore the answer is 10.” Somebody else may argue, “We are writing even 
numbers starting with 2. The even number after 8 is 10. So the required answer is 10.” All 
these arguments convey the same reasoning even though they are worded differently. 
Some other mathematically inclined person may state the same reasoning as follows: 
“Numbers given in (1) are generated by the formula 2n. If we substitute n = 1,2,3,4 in 2n we 
get 2, 4, 6, 8 respectively. So if we put the next value of n, namely 5, in 2n, we get 10. Hence 
10 is the expected answer. Thus 2n can be taken as the generating function of the pattern 
given by (1).” 
Now consider the formula 
n^4 – 10n^3 + 35n^2 – 48n + 24            --------------- (2) 
If we put n = 1,2,3,4 in (2) we get 2,4,6,8 respectively. So why not consider (2) as the 
generating function of (1). In that case, if we put n = 5 in (2) we get 34. So 34 can be taken as 
the answer to the query “what is the next term in (1)?” One may be surprised with this and 
may wonder how one discovered the formula (2). It is easy to see that we want a formula 
(or expression) in n that will generate the same numbers (viz., 
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2,4,6,8) that are generated by the formula 2n, when we substitute n = 1,2,3,4 in it. So to get 
such a formula we must add to (or subtract from) 2n the term(s) that would become zero 
when n = 1,2,3,4. So 
2n + (n – 1)(n – 2)(n – 3)(n – 4)                 -------------- (3) 
will be that formula. If we simplify (3) we get (2).  
 
Consider the sequence 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,...45,46,47,48,49,50,... 
In which T(r) = r for r = 1 to 50 . The natural choice of the next term T(51) = 51. But one  can 
design a formula which will produce a different value. 
Let T(n) = n +  n(n-1)(n-2)...(n-48)(n-49)(n-50). 
T(50) = 50 but T(51) = 51 + 51!  
This example suggests that there can be sequences which will follow a pattern for any 
arbitrary length and then can be deceiving. 
Yet another example is  
There is an expression which produces non integers for n = 1 to 99999. Intution suggests 
that this expression should produce a non integer for n = 100000 as well. 
But  f(n) = n /100000 = 1  is an integer for n =100000. 
Another example is  
1,2,4,8,16, ... 
Let f(n) = an4  + bn3 + cn2 + dn + e. 
5 equations in 5 unknowns can be formed by putting n = 1,2,3,4 and 5 in the above 
expression and f(n) can be fully determined. And f(6) comes out to be 31. 
 
 
 
 
 
PARTITION OF CIRCLE’S INTERIOR 
Let us now take an illustration from Geometry. Consider a circle. Take n points on its 
circumference. Join every pair of points so chosen by a line segment. Each such line segment 
will be a chord of that circle. The points on the circle should be so taken that the chords 
when drawn as described above would divide the interior of the circle in maximum possible 
number of compartments (i.e. parts). Count the maximum number of parts into which the 
circle can be partitioned by such a construction. Look at the Figures 1(a) through 1(e) in 
which n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively. The maximum number of parts in which a circle can be 
divided by such construction is noted in Table 1. 
 

N points 1 2 3 4 5 6 

partitions 1 2 4 8 16 ??? 

 
So what would be the maximum number of parts into which the interior of a circle will be 
partitioned if we take n = 6 points on it and carry out the construction described above? 
Members of the pattern can be generated by the formula 2^(n – 1) – (4) 
So one would like to conclude that maximum number of compartments in which a circle is 
partitioned by the chords drawn by joining every pair of points selected from the n points 
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situated on the circle is given by the formula (4) and hence the number of such 
compartments will be 2^(6 – 1) = 2^5 = 32 when we take 6 points on a circle and draw the 
chords as stated above. 
But if we actually draw such a figure, as is done in Figure 2, we realize that one cannot get 
more  than 31 compartments when n = 6. In fact, (4) is not the correct formula in this 
situation and we have been deceived, in our examination, by the pattern displayed in  the 
table. One can prove mathematically that the members in the pattern  can also be 
generated by the formula  
(1/24)(n^4 – 6n^3 + 23 n^2 – 18n +24) -- (5) 
  Or         by           nC0 + nC2+ nC4 
and that (5) really gives the correct formula for the problem on hand here. Hence the 
maximum number of compartments in which a circle can be partitioned is 31 when 6 points 
are taken on the circle and the construction of drawing chords is carried out as described 
above. Is this not a glaring case, of deception by a pattern, warning us to be extremely 
cautious and careful in dealing with patterns, however simple they may look?  
Figure2 

 

n
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2n-1

A counter example!

 
 
 

 
4 Fibonacci puzzle (the hole from nowhere) 
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This puzzle is very useful to test the concepts of trigonometry and similarity of triangles. 
 
5. Hugging the Equator 
Many tend to think that people having good commonsense should not have problems in 
comprehending how mathematics works. Although there is quite some truth in this, the fact 
remains that mathematics often defeats common sense. An example could make this point 
clear. Consider the circumference of the earth, which is approximately twenty five thousand 
miles. Now, a student may be asked the following question: if you take a string which is 
larger than the circumference of the earth only by 25 feet and make a concentric circle 
around the circumference of the earth, there will be a gap between the two concentric 
circles. Now, could an orange pass through this gap? Common sense says that it would be 
almost impossible to do so. The common thinking is that the extra 25 feet length of the 
second circle concentric to the earth circle will be so distributed that there would hardly be 
any gap for a ‘pea’ or even for a blade to pass through. Mathematics says otherwise. Let ∆r 
be the gap between the two concentric circles. And if r and r + ∆r be the two radii of the two 
concentric circles, 

then:

(Approx.) 4
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Thus a 10 year old boy could be passed through the said gap! Mathematics is not always 
commonsense. 

 
The same problem posed in a different way. 
Suppose that you have a rope around the equator of a basketball. How much longer would 
you have to make the rope so that it is 1 foot from the surface of the basketball at all 
points? The answer is 2*Pi feet. 

• Now suppose you have the rope around the equator of the earth. (Yes, a rope about 
25,000 miles long!) How much longer would you have to make the rope so that it is 1 
foot off the ground all the way around the equator? Surprise answer: it's 2*Pi feet 
also! 

 
The Math Behind the Fact 
Many will think that since 25,000 miles is so large, you will need to add lots of rope to lift it 
off of the equator. But extra circumference only scales as 2*Pi times the extra radius, which 
is 1 foot... a somewhat surprising consequence of simple geometry. 
 
Another version of this problem (Football Field) 

Take a long rope, tie it to the bottom of the goal post at one end of a football field. Then 
run it across the length of the field (180 yards) to a goal post at the other end. Stretch it 
tight, and then tie it to the bottom of that goal post, so that it lies flat against the 
ground.  
Now suppose that I add just 1 foot of slack to the rope, so that now I can lift it off the 
ground at the 90-yard line. How high can I lift it up?  
A. not high enough to fit my finger under it. 
B. just high enough to crawl under 
C. just high enough to walk under  
D. high enough to drive a truck under. 
Surprise answer: it's D! It will be 13.43 feet high at the 50-yard line! This is a simple, but 
surprising application of the Pythagorean Theorem. The answer is the square root of 
(180.52 - 1802).  
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 Conclusion:  

Intuition and Logic are two strategies for prediction and problem solving. Most actions we 

perform on a daily basis mainly use intuition. Both strategies have their advantages and 

apply in different situations. Sometimes we need to use both. Sometimes we can use either 

one, because the problem is so simple it doesn't much matter how we solve it. Sometimes it 

matters; if we happen to choose the wrong approach, it may prevent us from solving our 

problem. The above examples show that at times intuition can be detrimental hence one 

should not get carried away with intuition and commonsense.  

You shouldn't take this post as a dismissal of intuition, just a reminder that intuition is not 
magically reliable. Generally, intuition is a way of saying, "I sense similarities between this 
problem and other ones I have worked on. Before I work on this problem, I have some 
expectation about the answer." And often your expectation will be right, so it's not 
something to throw away. You just need to have the right degree of confidence in it. 

Often one has worked through the argument before and remembers the conclusion but not 
the actual steps taken. In this case it is valid to use the memory of the result even though 
your thought process is a sort of black box at the time you apply it. "Intuition" is sometimes 
used to describe the inferences we draw from these sorts of memories; for example, people 
will say, "These problems will really build up your intuition for how mathematical structure 
X behaves." Even if you cannot immediately verbalize the reason you think something, it 
doesn't mean you are stupid to place confidence in your intuitions. How much confidence 
depends on how frequently you tend to be right after actually trying to prove your claim in 
whatever area you are concerned with. 
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